HEALTHIER HOSPITALS PROGRAM COMPLIANT PRODUCTS

At Emeco, we take a responsible approach to our production when manufacturing our furniture. Emeco is committed to minimizing our impact on the environment by choosing materials, methods and processes that offer the least risk without compromising design, performance or affordability.

As a result of this dedication to healthy materials, we offer a growing list of products that adhere to the Healthier Hospitals Safer Chemicals Challenge, Version 2.0*. The products listed below avoid the use of Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) as stain or water repellent treatments, Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), Antimicrobials, intentionally added flame retardants greater than 1000ppm by weight of the homogenous material, and Formaldehyde.

To obtain more information on any of the products listed below, visit emeco.net

HEALTHIER HOSPITALS PROGRAM COMPLIANT PRODUCTS *

1006 Navy
111 Navy
Naval Officer Upholstered
1 Inch
1 Inch Reclaimed
1951
20-06
Alfi Aluminum
Broom
Cafe Table
Emeco Stool
Emeco Occasional Table
Heritage
Hudson
Icon
Kong
Nine-0
Parrish
Run
Sezz
Sol
Su
Superlight

* Furniture described herein meets the Healthy Interiors goal of the Safer Chemicals Challenge according to the manufacturer. Practice Greenhealth does not verify this information and Healthier Hospitals is a recommendation, not a certification. Please note: Emeco is not responsible for contents of Customer’s Own Material (COM).
### 1006 NAVY
- 1006
- 1006-A
- 1006-24
- 1006-24A

### 111 NAVY
- 111
- 111 24
- 111 30

### NAVAL OFFICER UPHOLSTERED
- 1002
- 1002-SW
- 1002-SW
- 1001
- 1001-SW
- 1001-SW

### 1 INCH
- 1 INCH
- 1 INCH 30
- 1 INCH A
- 1 INCH 18
- 1 INCH 24
- 1 INCH 24A

### 1 INCH RECLAIMED
- 1 INCH RECLAIMED

### 1951
- 1951
- 1951CTR-24
- 1951BAR-30

### 20-06
- 2006
- 2006-A
- 2006-24
- 2006-30

### ALFI ALUMINUM
- ALFI BLAL
- ALFI BHAL

### BROOM
- BROOM
- BROOM 24
- BROOM 30

### CAFE TABLE
- CAFESQ-23
- CAFERD-23

### EMECO STOOL
- STOL-18
- STOL-24
- STOL-30

### EMECO OCCASIONAL TABLE
- TABL-18
- TABL-24
- TABL-30

### HERITAGE
- HER
- HER-A
- HERCTR-24
- HERBAR-30

### HUDSON
- HUD
- HUD-A
- HUDCTR-24
- HUDROCR-24A

### ICON
- ICON
- ICONCTR-24
- ICONBAR-30

### KONG
- KONG
- KONG-A
- KONGCTR-24
- KONGCTR-24A

### NINE-O
- NIND-3
- NIND-3A
- NIND-5
- NIND-5A
- NIND-303
- NIND-305

### PARRISH
- PARPS
- CARPC
- PART

### RUN
- RT ALU
- RB ALU
- RS ALU

### SEZZ
- SEZZ
- SEZZSW-5G
- SEZZSW-2C
- SEZZCTR-24
- SEZZBAR-30

*Items with reclaimed polypropylene seat and back*
SOSO
SOSOCTR-24
SOSOBAR-30

SU
SU 18 PS  SU 24 OXS  SU 30 CS  SU T 26”
SU 18 OXS  SU 24 CS  SU LT BT  SU T 31.5”
SU 18 CS  SU 24 PS  SU LT GT
SU 24 PS  SU 30 OXS  SU LT WT

SUPERLIGHT
SUPER-A
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